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It is well known that lithium reacts violently with water under
the release of molecular hydrogen and the formation of lithium
hydroxide. In this work, the initial mechanisms for the surface
reactions of metallic lithium with water from the gas phase
were investigated by means of periodic density functional
theory calculations. For this purpose, adsorption/absorption
structures and diffusion and dissociation processes of hydrogen,

OH, and H2O on low-index metallic lithium surfaces were
investigated. Through thermodynamic and kinetic considera-
tions, negatively charged centers on the surface were identified
as the origin of hydrogen formation. The strikingly low reaction
barriers for the reaction at these centers implied a self-
supporting effect of hydrogen evolution and the associated
lithium degradation.

Introduction

Having been used in a wide range of electronic applications
since 1991,[1] lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have successfully pene-
trated the automotive sector in the last decade, thus paving the
way for the transition to electromobility on a large scale. In order
to continue mass market penetration in the automotive sector, it
is mandatory to further advance the optimization and develop-
ment of new generations of batteries towards competitive
alternatives to fossil fuels by significantly increasing the batteries’
energy densities and maintaining a high safety standard.[2–4] Since
using Li-ions for energy storage is currently a very promising
technology in terms of energy and power density, numerous
approaches are aiming to improve the volumetric and gravimet-
ric energy densities of anode and cathode materials. Thus, further
developments of LIBs (e.g., through the use of high-capacity
conversion materials) are all realized within the rocking-chair
technology, which is based on the exchange of lithium ions
between two intercalation/conversion materials.[5–9] While main-

taining the necessary safety standards, the search for new
candidates for energy storage in electromobility is not limited to
the prevailing rocking-chair technology but must also consider
alternative battery concepts. As metallic lithium promises a
particularly high energy density[7,9,10] [low specific weight of
0.53 gcm� 3 and high standard electrode potential of � 3.04 V vs.
standard hydrogen electrode (SHE)], it is considered to be the
“holy grail” among anode materials. Due to its outstanding
features, the metallic lithium anode is therefore one of the key
components of several innovative battery architectures at the
moment.[11–19] Unfortunately, despite its excellent properties,
metallic lithium is extremely difficult to handle, as its chemical
nature causes several complications.[7,9,20] While problems of the
lithium anode, such as plating and dendrite growth, are related
to poorly understood, non-uniform deposition processes of
metallic lithium, the extremely high reactivity of lithium already
poses challenges both during production and cell operation.
Inside a battery, the reactivity of lithium is expressed in particular
by the decomposition of the electrolyte to form a solid electro-
lyte interphase (SEI) as soon as the lithium anode comes into
contact with an organic electrolyte.[21–26] The reactivity of lithium,
however, is already evident outside the battery, as it can undergo
various reactions in contact with the atmosphere under the
formation of stable salts. The instability of pure lithium against
atmospheric molecules, such as oxygen,[27–31] nitrogen,[32,33] and
carbon dioxide,[31] during processing is therefore already a factor,
which makes inert conditions imperative during production.

In both cases, the degradation is associated with a loss of
active material, leading to a lower cell performance. As lithium
reacts violently with water, under the formation of hydrogen and
lithium hydroxide,[29] the degree of humidity in the environment
is particularly important for lithium degradation. Due to an
extreme vulnerability to even minor impurities of water at the
ppm level,[34] an exposure of the highly sensitive lithium surface
to even tiny amounts of moisture already leads to reduced
performance and lifetime during cell manufacturing. Within a
battery, water can reach the lithium anode not only via moisture
from the atmosphere (e.g., if there is a defect in the battery), but
also via traces in the electrolyte and cathode, which often have a
hygroscopic character.[35] The components of a battery can
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therefore already be the source of a considerable quantity of
water within the cell. At the lithium anode, water impurities can
decisively influence the anode’s surface and interface properties
by either reacting with the SEI, which (due to its composition of
salts) often has a hygroscopic character, or directly through the
reduction at the metal anode. Through the reaction of lithium
with water and the resulting products, a variety of compounds
(e.g., hydrides, oxides, and hydroxides) can form on the anode
surface. Although the interaction between lithium and atmos-
pheric impurities consequently has a crucial impact on the
interface of the lithium metal anode, little is known about the
exact processes of water-induced lithium corrosion on an atomic
level. This is mainly due to the high reactivity of metallic lithium,
as the investigation of adsorption processes and reactions with
contaminants are experimentally difficult to access. In order to
gain insights into the initial stages and mechanisms of water-
driven lithium corrosion, we present in the current work periodic
density functional theory (DFT) calculations on thermodynamic
stabilities as well as diffusion and dissociation processes of
hydrogen, hydroxide, and water on metallic lithium surfaces.
First, we investigated the interaction of monoatomic hydrogen
with low-index lithium surfaces by considering structural changes
and binding energies, as well as diffusion and dissociation
processes of monoatomic and molecular hydrogen on Li(100).
Afterward, we investigated the fundamental diffusion and
dissociation properties of OH and H2O on Li(100) and further
reaction mechanisms that can provide information on hydrogen
evolution on metallic lithium.

Computational Details
Periodic DFT calculations have been performed using the Vienna ab
initio simulation package (VASP).[36–38] The core electrons were
described through projector augmented-wave (PAW) potentials as
implemented in VASP, with valence states of 2s for lithium and
hydrogen and 2s2p for oxygen. The plane wave energy cutoff was
set to 400 eV. Exchange and correlation effects have been taken into
account through the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in
the form suggested by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE).[39] The
metallic lithium surfaces were calculated on (5×5) and (4×8) surface
unit cells for Li(100) and Li(110) with eleven layers each, and a (4×6)
surface unit cell with seventeen layers for Li(111). In all cases, the
Monkhorst-Pack[40] sampling with a k-point mesh density of at least
0.15 Å� 1 was used. For all surface slabs, the lowest two layers have
been fixed to the calculated lattice constant of bcc-lithium present in
the space group Im�3m (α=3.441 Å).[41–42] The remaining surface
layers and the respective adsorbates were allowed to fully optimize
their geometries, until the force-convergence criterion of
0.005 eVÅ� 1 was met. Each supercell employed a 15 Å vacuum
region normal to the surfaces. Binding energies were referenced to
Egas þZPE
molecule molecule of the respective gas phase molecule [Eq. (1)]:

Egas þZPE
molecule ¼ Egas

molecule þ EZPE
molecule (1)

Here, Egas
molecule is the total energy of the gas phase molecule and

EZPE
molecule molecule the zero-point energy correction, which was

calculated within the harmonic approximation. For the adsorption
of hydrogen Ebind;H was calculated through Equation (2):

Ebind;H ¼
1

Nads;H
Etot
ad � Eclean

slab �
Nads;H

2
Egas þZPE
H2

� �

(2)

where Etot
ad is the total energy of the surface slab+adsorbates and

Eclean
slab the total energy of the surface slab. Analogously, Ebind;H2O was

calculated with Equation (3):

Ebind;H2O ¼ Etot
ad � Eclean

slab � E
gasþZPE
H2O (3)

Due to the instability of the OH molecule in gas phase, the
reference for the OH adsorption was expressed through the
energies of gas phase H2 and H2O [Eq. (4)]:

Ebind;OH ¼ Etot
ad � Eclean

slab � EgasþZPE
H2O �

1
2 E

gas þZPE
H2

� �

(4)

For the adsorbed molecules, the ZPE on the surface was also taken
into account. The energy barriers for diffusion and dissociation
processes were determined using the climbing-image nudged-
elastic-band method (CI-NEB)[43–44] with a total number of seven
images. The initial diffusion pathways were created by a linear
interpolation between initial and final states, and the forces were
allowed to relax until the force convergence criterion of 0.01 eVÅ� 1

was met. The transition states were confirmed through the presence
of only one imaginary frequency.

While the local maxima of a many-electron systems charge
distribution occur in most cases only at the positions of nuclei, it has
been shown that clusters of alkali metals often exhibit non-nuclear
maxima. The widely used localized charge partitioning according to
Bader divides the electron cloud into non-overlapping compart-
ments, which are separated by zero-flux surfaces and ideally contain
only one nucleus.[45–46] Due to non-atomic Bader compartments in
materials with non-nuclear attractors, a Bader partitioning in such
cases does not correspond to a division into atomic electron
distributions, resulting in undefined net atomic charges. Taking into
account nuclear and valence electrons, the net atomic charges were
therefore assigned via density-derived electrostatic and chemical
(DDEC6) atomic population analysis, as it also provides trustworthy
results even for materials with non-nuclear attractors.[47,48]

Results and Discussion

Hydrogen adsorption/absorption energies

Since the moisture-induced corrosion of metallic lithium occurs
through the cleavage of water molecules, we first investigated
the interaction between monoatomic hydrogen and low-index
lithium surfaces Li(100), Li(110), and Li(111). For the purpose of
characterizing the effects of monoatomic hydrogen adsorption
on the structure and stability of the lithium surfaces, we have
examined the adsorption/absorption on the highly symmetric
sites above and below the surfaces (i. e., subsurface). As can be
seen in Figure 1, the interaction of monoatomic hydrogen and
metallic lithium led to the formation of cluster-like structures. An
analogous formation of well-defined cluster structures on lithium
has already been observed for oxygen in our previous studies.[49]

In particular, adsorption at the corresponding top positions of all
surfaces has shown a strong tendency to form square-pyramidal
complexes in which the surrounding lithium atoms are pulled
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out of the surface plane. The binding energies in Table 1 show
that almost all investigated structures are thermodynamically
stable with respect to the respective clean lithium surfaces and
molecular H2 (in the gas phase). With a binding energy of
0.27 eV, Li(100)� Htop turned out to be the only unstable structure,
that is, H-adsorption from H2 is not likely. However, with atomic
hydrogen as a reference, the Li(100)� Htop structure had a binding
energy of � 1.86 eV. Although the thermodynamically least
favored structure, hydrogen in Li(100)� Htop had a similar five-fold,
square-pyramidal, coordination as in Li(100)� Hhollow, which (with
� 0.67 eV) is the most stable structure on Li(100). In comparison

to Li(100)� Hhollow, Li(100)� Hbridge had an almost identical binding
energy of � 0.64 eV. In this structure, hydrogen is surrounded by
four lithium atoms in a tetrahedral arrangement, which was the
lowest coordination for hydrogen in this study. With a very low
energy difference of 0.03 eV, Li(100)� Hhollow and Li(100)� Hbridge

were nearly degenerate. The subsurface and subbridge positions
correspond to absorption sites under the Li(100) surface. The
Li(100)� Hsubbridge was by 0.12 eV less stable than Li(100)� Hbridge. As
hydrogen has been positioned below the surface in Li-
(100)� Hsubbridge, it is arranged in an octahedral, sixfold coordina-
tion, which was the highest coordination in this study. This
coordination was also adopted in Li(100)� Hsubsurface, which had a
binding energy of � 0.49 eV. Interestingly enough, hydrogen in
Li(100)� Hsubbridge and Li(100)� Hsubsurface is connected to the same
number of lithium atoms as in rock-salt structured lithium
hydride (LiH), which crystallizes in the cubic Fm�3m space group
at ambient temperatures and pressures. The geometries of
Li(100)� Hsubsurface and Li(100)� Hsubbridge thus already showed struc-
tural similarities to those in LiH, where a periodic mixture of
edge- and corner-sharing Li/H octahedra builds up the crystal
structure. With a small difference of only 0.04 eV compared to
the subsurface, the subbridge is the most stable position below
the Li(100) surface. However, adsorption on the surface into
Li(100)� Hhollow is still by 0.15 eV more stable than below in the
Li(100)� Hsubbridge. Hydrogen adsorption in the hollow and long-
bridge position on Li(110) resulted in the formation of the same
structure, which in the following will only be referred to as
Li(110)� Hlong-bridge. With a binding energy of � 0.75 eV, the
Li(110)� Hlong-bridge is the most stable structure on Li(110). Here the
absorbed hydrogen is once again located in a square pyramidal
cluster. Although hydrogen occupied the same five-fold, square
pyramidal coordination in the Li(110)� Htop structure, the adsorp-
tion on the top site was by 0.54 eV less stable than into the long-
bridge. With a binding energy of � 0.21 eV, the Li(110)� Htop is
thus the least stable structure on Li(110). Li(110)� Hshort-bridge,
where hydrogen was found in a tetrahedral coordination below
the surface, has a binding energy of � 0.49 eV. Absorption into
the Li(110)� Hsubsurface structure resulted in a binding energy of
� 0.58 eV, making it the most stable structure under the Li(110)
surface. In Li(110)� Hsubsurface hydrogen is surrounded by six lithium
atoms in an octahedral fashion. Compared to the thermodynami-
cally most preferred Li(110)� Hlong-bridge, the storage of hydrogen
below the surface was therefore only 0.17 eV less favorable. On
Li(100) and Li(110) the respective lithium environment enforced
the formation of similar coordination geometries for hydrogen.

The hexagonal packing of the Li(111) surface layer atoms, on
the other hand, permitted the formation of trigonal pyramidal
clusters on the adsorption at hcp and fcc, and a trigonal
bipyramidal cluster for hydrogen below the Li(111) surface in the
subsurface position. For Li(111), hcp adsorption has the strongest
binding (� 0.89 eV). Despite comparable coordination geome-
tries, the absorption of hydrogen in Li(111)� Hhcp was by 0.30 eV
preferred compared to Li(111)� Hfcc. With respect to Li(111)� Hhcp,
the incorporation of hydrogen below the surface into the
Li(111)� Hsubsurface is by 0.40 eV less stable. On Li(111) adsorption
at the bridge position again resulted in a fourfold coordinated
tetrahedral environment, and when deposited on the top

Figure 1. Surface structures of absorbed hydrogen on different adsorption
sites on the low-index surfaces (a–e) Li(100), (f–j) Li(110), and (k–o) Li(111).
Lithium atoms of different layers are portrayed in different shades of gray.
Hydrogen is shown in white and the coordinating lithium atoms in blue. The
graphic above is an exemplary depiction of the different cluster-like
coordinations, which were formed on the absorption of hydrogen on the
different lithium surfaces.

Table 1. Binding energies per atom on the Li(100), Li(110), and Li(111)
surface.

(hkl) Adsorption site Ebind,H
[a]

[eV]
Type QDDEC6,H

[b]

[e atom� 1]

Li(100) hollow � 0.67 C � 0.58
bridge � 0.64 A � 0.67
subbridge � 0.52 E � 0.64
subsurface � 0.48 E � 0.62
top 0.27 C � 0.59

Li(110) hollow � 0.75 C � 0.60
long-bridge � 0.75 C � 0.60
short-bridge � 0.49 A � 0.72
subsurface � 0.58 E � 0.63
top � 0.21 C � 0.58

Li(111) hcp � 0.89 B � 0.66
fcc � 0.59 B � 0.67
bridge � 0.78 A � 0.66
subsurface � 0.49 C � 0.67
top � 0.78 D � 0.63

[a] The energies are referenced to a H2 molecule in the gas phase. [b] The
charge that was transferred to hydrogen on its absorption was analyzed
within the DDEC6 charge methodology.[44,45]
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position on Li(111), the hydrogen atom slipped into a five-fold,
square-pyramidal configuration. The configurations Li(111)� Hbridge

and Li(111)� Htop each had a binding energy of � 0.78 eV and
were with a difference of 0.11 eV compared to Li(111)� Hhcp the
second most stable structures on Li(111). Due to lithium’s low
standard electrode potential, it was not surprising that adsorp-
tion/absorption occurred under the transfer of a high amount of
negative charge to the hydrogen atom. As can be seen in
Table 1, an DDEC6 analysis for the absorption complexes
revealed that the charge of hydrogen at the metallic lithium
surfaces is in a comparable order of magnitude to that within
bulk-lithium-hydride in its rock salt phase (the DDEC6 net-charge
for hydrogen in LiH bulk was +0.78 e atom� 1).

Under the inclusion of the surrounding lithium atoms, atomic
hydrogen thus forms negatively charged, hydride-like centers on
the lithium, which are also thermodynamically stable below the
surface. With its concentrated negative charge, the absorbed
monoatomic hydrogen consequently represents a potential
target for intermolecular interactions.

Mobility of hydrogen on Li(100) and Li(bcc)

Our investigations on Li(100) have shown that absorption in the
hollow and bridge positions is almost degenerate, and that H
adsorption below the surface is by only 0.14 eV less stable than
on the surface. To evaluate the mobility of hydrogen on the
surface and the embedding under the surface, the energy
barriers for diffusion of a hydrogen adatom between hollow,
bridge, and subsurface were determined. The energy profile for
monoatomic surface diffusion is given in Figure 2a, where the
energies of the transition states are related to the energy of the
most stable Li(100)� Hhollow structure. As can be seen from the
diffusion barriers in Table 2, the movement of an adsorbed
hydrogen atom is associated with low diffusion barriers. Starting

from the hollow position, hydrogen can diffuse almost unhin-
dered into the bridge position with a barrier of only 0.151 eV.
With 0.126 eV for the reverse process, diffusion from the bridge
to a more stable, neighboring hollow position is even easier. In
the transition state, hydrogen is surrounded (in a trigonal
fashion) by two lithium atoms from the surface and one from the
second layer. Moving from the tetrahedron-like environment of
the bridge position on the surface, hydrogen could penetrate
into the surface by diffusing into the subbridge position. The
entry into the subbridge position possesses a low barrier of
merely 0.124 eV. Interestingly, with a small barrier of only
0.003 eV the reverse process of the subbridge into the bridge
position is almost barrier-free. Diffusion from subbridge into
subsurface occurred via a barrier of 0.082 eV within a tetrahedral-
coordinated transition state. The reverse diffusion into the
subbridge position is correspondingly lower with 0.040 eV.
Although the positions above the Li(100) surface were thermody-
namically more stable, storage of hydrogen in the bulk material
is in principle possible from a thermodynamic point of view, due
to extremely low barriers. We therefore investigated the diffusion
of hydrogen within the bulk material, where the hydrogen atom
can occupy octahedral cavities, which are basically a continuation
of the subbridge/subsurface adsorption sites of Li(100). Here, in
the transition state for the diffusion between the cavities,

Figure 2. Energy profiles for the diffusion of a hydrogen atom on the Li(100) surface and in the bulk material. The energy profile in (a) shows the diffusion
pathway on Li(100) from a hollow site into a neighboring subsurface position, by crossing an adjacent bridge and subbridge position. The framed values
indicate the relative energy in eV, which were related to the most stable hollow structure. The energy profile for the diffusion of a hydrogen atom through the
Li(bcc)-bulk structure is shown in (b). In bulk-lithium hydrogen diffuses from an octahedrally-coordinated environment via a tetrahedral transition state to an
equivalent octahedrally-coordinated. Shown are the structures of the octahedrally coordinated initial and final configurations, as well as the tetrahedral
transition state. The framed values indicate relative energies related to the octahedrally coordinated structure.

Table 2. ΔEfor and ΔEback barriers for the respective backward and forward
diffusion/dissociation processes of hydrogen on the Li(100) surface and in
Li(bcc) bulk.

Process ΔEfor

[eV]
ΔEback

[eV]

Li(100)� Hhollow ! Li(100)� Hbridge 0.151 0.126
Li(100)� Hbridge ! Li(100)� Hsubbridge 0.124 0.003
Li(100)� Hsubbridge ! Li(100)� Hsubsurface 0.082 0.040
Li(100)� H2,top ! Li(100)� Hbridge,bridge 0.271 1.444
Li(bcc)� Hbulk,1 ! Li(bcc)� Hbulk,2 0.063 0.063
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hydrogen is again surrounded by four lithium atoms and
assumes a tetrahedron-like geometry. With a low barrier of
0.063 eV, atomic hydrogen can therefore not only migrate almost
freely on the surface layer and penetrate the lattice by over-
coming a modest activation barrier, but also shows a very high
degree of mobility in the bulk material. In order to evaluate the
presence of atomic hydrogen, we have studied the dissociation
of molecular hydrogen on Li(100). As can be seen in Figure 3 and
Table 3, molecular hydrogen adsorbs only weakly with a binding
energy of only � 0.03 eV on the top position of Li(100). The low
binding energy is also expressed by a comparatively low charge
of 0.06 e per molecule, which is transferred from lithium to the
adsorbed H2 molecule. With 0.76 Å, the bond length is also close
to that of an isolated molecule (dH2=0.75 Å). From the top
position, a pathway was found, where molecular hydrogen
dissociated into two adjacent bridge positions. The dissociation
takes place via a transition state, which lies 0.271 eV above the
adsorbed hydrogen on the top position. In this transition state,
molecular hydrogen has an increased bond length of 0.88 Å and
lies transversely in the corner of a hollow position.

Dissociation leads to a structure, which is by 1.173 eV more
stable than the initial structure.

As the partially negatively charged, monoatomic hydrogen
absorbate has high mobility on the lithium surface and in the
bulk material it can rush over (and through) the material until it
encounters other surface contaminants with which it can

interact. Molecular H2 exhibits a low dissociation barrier but may
also desorb readily due to its weak binding to the Li(100) surface.

Mobility and dissociation of OH on Li(100)

To examine the essential interactions between lithium and an
OH molecule, individual OH molecules were placed on the high
symmetrical hollow, bridge, and top adsorption sites of Li(100).
Here, too, the formation of the top structure takes place by
tearing out the four surrounding lithium atoms out of the surface
plane. By investigating the energy profile for the diffusion of an
OH molecule between bridge and hollow, two further local
minima could be identified. In the following, these two minima
are referred to as sidebridge and sidehollow. Together with
hollow, bridge, and top structures, they are shown in Figure 4.
Overall, with a binding energy of � 0.96 eV, the top position is by
far the least favorable site for the OH absorption. Except for
Li(100)� OHtop, the other absorption structures exhibit very small
energy differences, as can be seen from the binding energies in
Table 3. Unsurprisingly, the small energy differences are accom-
panied by an extremely flat energy profile with low diffusion
barriers, which is shown in Figure 5a. The energy barriers for the
diffusion and dissociation of OH as well as water are summarized
in Table 4. After Li(100)� OHtop, the Li(100)� OHbridge structure is
the least stable structure, with a binding energy of � 2.02 eV. In
this configuration, the OH molecule is coordinated by a total of
four lithium atoms. The diffusion into the 0.04 eV more stable
sidebridge proceeds via a barrier of 0.08 eV. Here, the OH
molecule changes its configuration from a fourfold to a threefold
lithium coordination. Although the barrier for the reverse process
is with 0.12 eV remarkably low, the process for the diffusion into
the sidehollow position is preferred, with an even lower barrier
of only 0.03 eV. In the sidehollow position, the OH molecule is
surrounded by a total of four lithium atoms. From this position,
the OH molecule could either diffuse back into the 0.03 eV less
stable sidebridge via a barrier of 0.06 eV, or into the hollow
position with a barrier of only 0.02 eV. In the hollow position, the
OH molecule is surrounded by six lithium atoms. The hollow

Figure 3. Energy profile for the dissociation of molecular hydrogen into two
adjacent bridge positions on Li(100). The framed values indicate the relative
energy related to the Li(100)-H2 adsorption complex.

Table 3. Binding energies per molecule on Li(100). The energies were
related to the respective molecular species in the gas phase.

Adsorption site Ebind,mol

[eV]
QDDEC6,H

[e atom� 1]

Li(100)� H2 top � 0.03 Ha: 0.03 Hb: 0.03
Li(100)� OH hollow � 2.08 O: � 0.96 H: 0.33

bridge � 2.02 O: � 1.03 H: 0.33
top � 0.96 O: � 1.01 H: � 0.34
sidebridge � 2.06 O: � 1.09 H: � 0.34
sidehollow � 2.09 O: � 1.03 H: � 0.32

Li(100)� H2O bridge � 0.78 O: � 0.77 Hup: 0.26
Hdown: 0.28

Figure 4. Top view of (a–e) the different absorption complexes of a OH
molecule and (f) the adsorption structure of H2O in on Li(100). Hydrogen is
shown in white, oxygen in red, and the coordinating lithium atoms in blue.
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position is energetically nearly equal to the sidehollow, as they
differ by only 0.01 eV. The low energy differences between the
individual structures and the flat diffusion profile demonstrate an
almost barrier-free transition between the structures and a high
mobility of the OH molecule on Li(100). The investigation of
various processes for the decomposition of the OH molecule
using the CI-NEB (climbing image-nudged elastic band) method
has shown that a dissociation into oxygen and hydrogen from
one of the considered absorption compounds is preceded by a
diffusion into the sidehollow site. Here, the geometry of the
sidehollow allows a simple dissociation of the H-atom into the
1.84 Å distant bridge position. In comparison, the closest
unoccupied bridge position is 2.01 Å apart from the hydrogen
atom in the sidebridge site. The actual dissociation process is
therefore observed after the diffusion into the sidehollow. The
dissociation of the OH molecule takes place through the release
of the hydrogen atom into an adjacent hollow position via a
barrier of 0.89 eV as shown in Figure 5b. Particularly noteworthy
is the high energy difference of 1.38 eV between the absorbed
OH molecule and the dissociated complex. Despite a comparably
high barrier, splitting of the OH molecule on the surface is thus

(thermodynamically) associated with a high energy gain. The
high energy difference is a result of hydrogen and oxygen atoms
forming very stable complexes in their respective hollow
configurations.

Through the attraction of the surrounding surface atoms, OH
molecules form stable absorption complexes on the lithium
surface, which lie in a similar stability range. Here, the low
barriers for the diffusion allow an almost unhindered movement
of the OH molecule through the lithium surface. The dissociation
of the OH molecule itself is exothermic, but the cleavage is
associated with a (comparatively) high reaction barrier.

Mobility and dissociation of water on Li(100)

On Li(100), the water molecule adsorbs on the bridge position
(as shown in Figure 4f), where it adsorbs with a binding energy
of � 0.77 eV. In this structure, one hydrogen (Hup) is directed
away from the surface while the other one (Hdown) points to a
hollow position on Li(100). The O� H bond length to Hup is with
0.98 Å very close to the bond length of 0.97 Å in the isolated

Figure 5. (a) Energy profile for the diffusion of an OH molecule on Li(100), which shows the transition from an OH-molecule in the bridge position towards the
hollow site. In this diffusion process the OH molecule passes through two local minima, which have been labeled as sidebridge and sidehollow. The framed
values indicate the relative energy, which was related to the initial bridge structure. (b) Energy profile for the dissociation of an OH molecule on Li(100). The
pathway shows an OH molecule in the sidehollow position releasing its hydrogen atom to the opposite bridge position. The framed values indicate the
relative energies, which are related to the undissociated OH sidehollow absorption complex.

Table 4. ΔEfor and ΔEback barriers for the respective backward and forward diffusion, dissociation, and reaction processes of OH and H2O molecules on
Li(100).

Process ΔEfor

[eV]
ΔEback

[eV]

Li(100)� OHbri. ! Li(100)� OHsidebri. 0.08 0.12
Li(100)� OHsidebri. ! Li(100)� OHsidehol. 0.03 0.06
Li(100)� OHsidehol. ! Li(100)� OHhol. 0.02 0.01
Li(100)� OHsidehol. ! Li(100)� Ohol.+Hhol. 0.89 2.27
Li(100)� OHsidehol.+Hbri. ! Li(100)� Ohol.+H2,top 0.40 0.61
Li(100)� H2Obri.,1 (flip-bridge) ! Li(100)� H2Obri.,2 0.05 0.05
Li(100)� H2Obri.,1 (twist) ! Li(100)� H2Obri.,2 0.14 0.14
Li(100)� H2Obri.,1 (flip-top) ! Li(100)� H2Obri.,2 0.15 0.15
Li(100)� H2Obri. ! Li(100)� OHsidebri.+Hbri. 0.22 2.11
Li(100)� H2Obri.+Hbri. ! Li(100)� OHsidebri.+H2,top 0.06 0.66
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water molecule. In contrast, the O� H bond length to Hdown was
slightly stretched to a value of 1.02 Å. Compared to the isolated
molecule, the H� O� H angle of the adsorbed water has widened
slightly from 104.48 to 106.93°. Although both hydrogen atoms
in the adsorbed water molecule are partially positively charged,
the net charge for Hdown is with e atom� 1 slightly lower than the
0.37 e atom� 1 of Hup. The smaller positive charge of Hdown can be
explained by the proximity to the reducing lithium surface, which
already could have increased its electron density. This can also
be seen in Figure 7h, where an increase of the electron density
was noticed in front of the Hdown atom. As in isolated water,
oxygen was with � 0.78 e atom� 1 partially negatively charged.
Here, the water molecule is slightly tilted in such a way that one
hydrogen atom is minimally closer to the lithium surface. The
positive interaction energies of two water molecules in the
Supporting Information indicate repulsive interactions at lower
coverages, due to the water molecules attracting the lithium of
their bridge positions, which causes a slight tension on the
surface. Like the OH molecule, water also showed a pronounced
mobility on Li(100). As shown in Figure 6a the diffusion from one
bridge position to another took place by either “flip” or “twist”
mechanisms. The reversal of a water molecule on a bridge
position from one side to the other via the flip mechanism is
nearly unhindered, as the barrier for this process is merely
0.05 eV high. Diffusion between two adjacent bridge positions
via the twist mechanism followed a path with a barrier of
0.14 eV. In the flip-top mechanism, the water molecule moved
out of the bridge position over an adjacent top position into
another adjoining bridge position with a barrier of 0.15 eV.

The dissociation of the water molecule on the bridge position
took place via the release of Hdown into the opposite, unoccupied
bridge position. In this process, the water molecule decomposed
into a OH molecule in the sidebridge configuration and a
hydrogen atom in the opposite bridge position. In Figure 6b it
can be seen from the depictions in the energy profile, that
hydrogen was released in a tilting movement of water towards
the bridge position. In comparison to the OH dissociation, the

water decomposition is characterized by a particularly low barrier
of 0.22 eV. The dissociated structure is � 1.89 eV more stable
than the water adsorption complex. This high gain in stability
illustrates the strongly exothermic nature of the lithium/water
reaction.

Like adsorbed hydrogen atoms and OH molecules, water can
advance to other species on the surface due to its high mobility
on Li(100) and react with them even before its dissociation.
However, the low dissociation barrier of water shows that
dissociation of the water molecule under the formation of an
adsorbed hydrogen atom Had and an OH molecule can occur
similar to the Volmer process[50–52] in alkaline medium even
without additional adsorbates [Eq. (5)]:

H2Oþ e� ! OH� þ Had (5)

Hydrogen evolution on Li(100)

A complete reaction of water with lithium leads to the formation
of LiOH and H2. Evidently, the remaining hydrogen atom must
recombine with another hydrogen atom for H2 evolution to
occur. So far, our studies on the diffusion of different species
have suggested a high mobility on Li(100) due to low diffusion
barriers, and a low barrier for the dissociation of water. Due to
the high mobility it is therefore likely that the different species
can meet on the surface, leading to the evolution of molecular
hydrogen in case of suitable encounters. In the following, we
have considered the development of H2 through an absorbed
hydrogen atom, which either recombines with either an
adsorbed OH or water molecule. In addition, we have also
considered the recombination of two absorbed hydrogen atoms.
The latter process effectively corresponds to the reversal of the
energy profile for the hydrogen dissociation in Figure 3. For the
recombination of a H atom with a OH molecule, atomic
hydrogen Hbridge was positioned in the bridge position in front of

Figure 6. Energy profile showing the hydrogen evolution through the reaction of a hydrogen atom in the bridge position (a) with a OH molecule and (b) with
a H2O molecule on Li(100). Both profiles show the dissociation of the respective molecule under the release of one of their hydrogen atoms towards the
adsorbed hydrogen atom. The framed relative energies are related to the respective undissociated structures.
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an OH molecule in the sidehollow, as shown in Figure 7c. The
distance between HOH in the OH molecule and the absorbed
Hbridge was 2.83 Å. Figure 7g shows that the positively charged
HOH stands directly opposite to the partially negatively charged
Hbridge. The respective DDEC6 charges were 0.36 e atom� 1 for HOH

and � 0.72 e atom� 1 for Hbridge. In the final structure in Figure 7k
the hydrogen molecule was located on the corner atom of an
absorbed oxygen atom, which was absorbed in the hollow
position. The adsorption energy of H2 on the oxygen absorption
complex was with � 0.03 eV equally low as on pure lithium. The
recombination of Hbridge and HOH to molecular hydrogen took
place as shown in Figure 8a via a barrier of 0.40 eV. Thus, the
barrier for the recombination was by 0.49 eV lower than the
decomposition of the OH molecule on the lithium surface. From

a thermodynamic point of view, the formation of H2 through OH
and absorbed hydrogen resulted in a stability gain. Since the
adsorbed H2 molecule had a negligibly low adsorption energy,
the final structure was mainly stabilized through a Li(100)� Ohollow

complex. The hydrogen evolution through the water molecule
was investigated with the structure shown in Figure 7d. In this
configuration, the hydrogen atom Hbridge was absorbed laterally
from the normal bridge position and shifted towards the
adsorbed water molecule on the opposite bridge position. The
distance between Hbridge and the downward-facing hydrogen
atom Hwater of the adsorbed water molecule was therefore only
1.29 Å. Analogous to the corresponding OH structure, a partially
positively charged Hwater and a partially negatively charged Hbridge

were located opposite to each other in this structure. For Hwater

and Hbridge net charges of 0.31 e/atom and � 0.56 e atom� 1 were
found, respectively. In the final structure in Figure 7l the OH
molecule was in the sidebridge configuration and the hydrogen
molecule with only � 0.02 eV weakly bound to an opposing top
position. Remarkable was the extremely low barrier of 0.06 eV for
the dissociation of the water molecule under the formation of
molecular hydrogen. This barrier was thus 0.16 eV lower as the
already low barrier for the pure dissociation of the water
molecule. As can be seen in the supporting information, the
analogous process with an H atom on the side also exhibits with
0.14 eV a lower barrier for the cleavage of water. The thermody-
namic gain in stability of 0.60 eV was in this case also mainly due
to the formation of a Li(100)� OHsidebridge complex. Compared to
the simple cleavage of H2O and OH, the recombination processes
showed significantly lower barriers. An analysis of the charge
distribution has shown that this can be explained by the fact that
during recombination a negatively charged hydrogen faced a
partially positively charged hydrogen in the molecule, as it is
shown in Figure 7g,h. Both during hydrogen development via an
OH or water molecule, a thermodynamic driving force exists via
the formation of stable surface complexes. Investigating the
energy path for the H2 dissociation from Figure 3 clarifies that
the recombination of two absorbed hydrogen atoms is unlikely.

Figure 7. (a,b) Top view of the undissociated adsorption/absorption com-
plexes of OH and H2O on Li(100) and (c,d) the respective complexes in the
presence of a hydrogen atom. (e–h) Charge density difference isosurfaces of
the corresponding undissociated structures. Blue regions indicate an
increase and red regions a decrease of electron density. (i,j) Top view of the
dissociated OH and water molecule on Li(100) and (k,l) corresponding
structures in the presence of the generated H2 molecule.

Figure 8. Energy profile of hydrogen evolution through the reaction (a) of a hydrogen atom in the bridge position with a OH molecule and (b) with a H2O
molecule on Li(100). Both profiles show the dissociation of the respective molecule under the release of one of their hydrogen atoms towards the adsorbed
hydrogen atom. The framed relative energies are related to the respective undissociated structures.
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A hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) through absorbed
hydrogen atoms Hab according to a homolytic, Tafel-like
mechanism[50–52] can therefore be excluded as main mechanism
for the HER [Eq. (6)]:

Hab þ Hab ! H2 (6)

Instead of the Tafel process, a Heyrovsky-like step according
to Equation (7) turns out to be the decisive process for the H2

development on Li(100):

H2Oþ Hab þ e� ! OH� þ H2 (7)

During initial degradation, the recombination reactions of
OH or water with an adsorbed hydrogen can therefore be seen
as the cause of the HER.

Due to the low reaction barrier of the recombination
reactions, it is likely that the partially negatively charged hydro-
gen centers can be regarded as reaction centers of hydrogen
development. Therefore, an increased hydrogen concentration
on the surface (e.g., due to the preceding cleavage of OH or
water molecules) would result in an enhanced hydrogen
evolution.

Conclusion

In this work, we performed periodic density functional theory
calculations to investigate the basic principles of water-induced
lithium corrosion. The studies on the interaction between
monoatomic hydrogen and the low-index surfaces Li(100),
Li(110), and Li(111) have shown that hydrogen absorbs under
the formation of cluster-like structures under a high negative
charge transfer from lithium to the absorbate. Given the low
differences in binding energy for different adsorption sites on
and below the surface, our studies have shown that diffusion of
hydrogen on Li(100) and in Li(bcc) bulk is characterized by high
mobility. While monoatomic hydrogen is absorbed by the lithium
surface, molecular hydrogen is only weakly adsorbed on the top
position on Li(100) without significant charge transfer.

The investigation of OH adsorption on Li(100) has shown that
OH forms clusters, which are extremely stable from a thermody-
namic point of view. Except for the Li(100)� OHtop structure
(which still has a high binding energy of � 0.96 eV) all OH
absorption complexes exhibit very low energy differences and
consequently shallow diffusion profiles with low barriers. Like-
wise, water molecules can move with a high mobility, via “flip” or
“twist” mechanisms. Starting from a Li(100)� H2Obridge structure, a
dissociation is possible according to a Volmer-like mechanism via
the release of a hydrogen atom to an adjacent bridge position
via a barrier of only 0.22 eV. Compared to OH, water is
thermodynamically less stable (due to a much lower binding
energy) and shows a significantly lower dissociation barrier. By
forming different surface clusters on Li(100), the cleavage of the
investigated molecules leads in all cases to a considerable gain in
stability. From a thermodynamic point of view, the recombina-
tion of two absorbed hydrogen atoms via a Tafel process can

therefore be excluded as a major source for hydrogen evolution,
as illustrated in Figure 9. Due to the surface clusters that are
formed next to the weakly adsorbed H2 molecule, the H2

development via recombination of a hydrogen atom with either
an OH or water molecule, on the other hand, leads to a gain in
stability. Here, the barriers for hydrogen development analogous
to the Heyrovsky mechanism in alkaline medium via OH or water
are considerably lower than the corresponding simple dissocia-
tion processes. The reason for the lower barriers can be found in
the fact that the negatively charged hydrogen adsorbates are
opposed to a partial positively charged hydrogen when they
encounter an OH or water molecule on Li(100). The strong
lowering of the dissociation barrier implies that there is a self-
supporting effect for the cleavage of OH and water molecules
when more hydrogen adsorbates are present on the lithium
surface (i. e., higher coverages). Due to the lower reaction barrier,
water is to be seen as the main source of the hydrogen evolution
reaction.

By breaking down the initial water-induced corrosion into
individual steps, the foundation for a more systematic approach
to the development of the metallic lithium anode may be
facilitated. While most approaches to protect and delay water-
induced corrosion of the anode follow the strategy of keeping
the reactants away from the surface through low levels of
humidity and/or coating of the surface, the identification of the
negatively charged hydrogen adsorbates as reaction centers may
offer an additional means of control. Since these centers are
crucial components in the Heyrovsky-type cleavage, new design
principles could aim at chemically or sterically blocking the
negatively charged hydrogen centers from further reacting. As
fundamental experimental studies have already shown, the
presence of water can have a significant effect on the reaction of
lithium with other atmospheric gases such as O2 or N2.

[28,29,53] In
particular, the formation of Li3N must be mentioned here, which
is highly enhanced by the presence of water.[53] Since the
respective degradation mechanisms with water are not known,
further studies on water-induced degradation can possibly help
to clarify these mechanisms and thus enable a more controlled
pretreatment.

Figure 9. Schematic representation of the steps in the HER on Li(100). In a
Volmer-like step, a water molecule adsorbs on the lithium surface and
dissociates to form an adsorbed hydrogen atom and OH molecule.
Analogous to the Heyrovsky mechanism in alkaline medium, another water
molecule attacks the adsorbed hydrogen atom in the next step, forming an
OH and H2 molecule. In comparison, a recombination of two adsorbed
hydrogen atoms according to the Tafel mechanism is unlikely.
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While solvent effects are irrelevant during cell production,
they have a decisive effect within a battery. However, a more
advanced simulation should be carried out with the aid of an
explicit solvent model since the decomposition of the electro-
lyte will have a decisive influence on the course of the reaction.
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sents a potential safety hazard. Using
first-principle calculations, the funda-
mental surface reactions of lithium
with H2O are investigated, yielding
significant insights into the initial
reaction mechanisms.
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